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By Priscilla Becker

FOUR WAY BOOKS, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Priscilla Becker, whose first book of poems, Internal West, won The Paris Review Book Prize,
has written an astonishingly precise second collection, Stories That Listen. These poems attempt to
come to terms with absences personal and global: one speaker wonders if a former partner still
uses her map which showed the world / before it broke up into separate / continents. Another,
missing a departed friend, retraces her steps, took a tour of your former apartments. The recipient
of a letter containing a fraction of an ounce of Chanel Mademoiselle attempts to understand the
sender s motives, tried to scrape together enough dust / to fill a bowl or roll a minuscule cigarette. /
I thought perhaps that this was your intent. Stories That Listen offers a science of the human, a way
to understand the world through watching closely. Becker deftly slows action down--we see fingers
curl /around my coffee cup --to find the remarkable, the noteworthy, in the everyday. Quirky, at
times outright funny, always wise, Stories That Listen is a resonant, rewarding read.
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This ebook may be worth a go through, and superior to other. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Da m ien Schuster  PhD-- Pr of . Da m ien Schuster  PhD

These kinds of pdf is every thing and helped me searching ahead and much more. It generally does not expense an excessive amount of. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Pr of . Ang elo Gr a ha m-- Pr of . Ang elo Gr a ha m
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